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How vigorously should we exercise our rheumatoid arthritis
patients?

The deleterious effects of joint inflammation on joint
mobility, muscle strength, and daily function have been
well recognised. The traditionally prescribed local and sys-
temic rest for the inflamed joints will increase these adverse
effects. Physiotherapy, in particular, exercise therapy, is
therefore one of the cornerstones of the management of
rheumatoid arthritis. The primary goal of exercise therapy
is to improve joint mobility, muscle strength, and aerobic
and functional capacity. Gentle passive and active range of
motion (ROM) exercises together with isometric muscle
exercises are the most frequently prescribed treatments
and are still recommended in the textbooks, in particular
for the patients with active disease. Weight bearing and
conditioning exercises have long been discouraged because
of fear of damaging the joints. But are isometric and
stretching exercises powerful enough to improve muscle
strength, physical condition, and ultimately functional
capacity? Functional capacity, in particular, is the major
outcome variable of our therapeutic efforts in rheumatoid
arthritis. Therapeutic interventions capable of improving
functional capacity have, therefore, high priority.

Exercise therapy: short term effects
Isometric exercises can result in a moderate increase of
quadriceps muscle strength,'2 but improvement of joint
mobility and aerobic condition is equally important as a
goal of exercise therapy in inflammatory arthritis. There
have been no randomised trials showing that the
traditionally prescribed exercise therapy-consisting of
stretching and isometric exercises-improves joint
mobility, aerobic condition, or functional capacity. Views
about exercise are changing, however, since several studies
have shown that patients with rheumatoid arthritis can
participate in aerobic and weight bearing exercise classes
without an increase in disease activity or detrimental
effects in the short term.2'-2 Only six of these studies had a
randomised design and the exercise programmes varied in
type, intensity, and frequency6 7 10 11 (table). Four of these
studies showed that aerobic condition improved in the
dynamic exercise groups employing aerobic and weight
bearing exercises, cycling, and aquatic exercises."" A sta-
tistically significant improvement in muscle strength was
found in three studies with dynamic exercises.2710 Joint
mobility was measured in three studies,267 of which only
one showed a significant increase in joint mobility in the
group receiving dynamic training and ROM exercises.2 In
contrast to the negative expectations, disease activity in all
six randomised studies seemed to decrease in the dynamic
exercise groups. Physical capacity-whether measured by
several unvalidated questionnaires or by the 50 foot walk-
ing time, the stair test, or grip strength-improved signifi-
cantly within all dynamic exercise groups. The health
assessment questionnaire (HAQ) was either not measured,
or showed no significant improvement. The HAQ score
does not, however, cover endurance, work capacity, and
general health-dimensions of health status which are par-
ticularly amenable to conditioning exercises. It is also con-
ceivable that significant changes in functional capacity as
measured by the HAQ score only become apparent after a
continued period of dynamic conditioning exercises. In
elderly people an association has been shown between a
long term routine of regular exercise and maintenance of
function. 14

Intensive dynamic exercise: long term effects
Knowledge about the long term effects of dynamic, weight
bearing exercises is very limited (table). The only
randomised study compared five different exercise
programmes and found no differences in disease activity,
muscle strength, aerobic condition, functional capacity, or
radiographic scores.'5 The number of patients included in
the different exercise groups was small, however, resulting
in a study with insufficient power to detect a real
difference. The two other studies investigating the long
term effects of intensive dynamic training in rheumatoid
arthritis were not randomised.'6 1 In these studies the
intensively trained rheumatoid arthritis patients were more
capable of performing the activities of daily living than the
rheumatoid arthritis controls.l""8 The control rheumatoid
arthritis patients spent twice as many days in hospital. Fur-
thermore they significantly more frequently either took
sick leave or had a sickness pension than the intensively
trained rheumatoid arthritis patients.'6 After a mean obser-
vation period of five years the trained rheumatoid arthritis
patients appeared to have a smaller increase in the
radiological score of the lower extremities than the control
patients." The results of this study, however, could easily
have been biased by the fact that only symptomatic joints
had been radiographed. Although these studies seem to be
in favour of the long term training of arthritis patients, well
designed randomised trials are needed to establish the long
term effects of intensive dynamic training on functional
capacity, joint damage, and medical costs.
A short course of intensive training will probably not

result in a lasting positive effect on physical capacity, since
it has been shown that three to six months after finishing
the exercise programme the gain in physical capacity had
decreased.212 It is generally known that continued exercise
is needed to maintain physical fitness. Ekblom et al 9 found
that only the patients who continued to train four times or
more per week had maintained the improved physical sta-
tus acquired during the initial conditioning. Active exercise
behaviour after finishing an exercise programme is associ-
ated with high physical activity and aerobic capacity at the
start of the exercise programme.202' Exercise therapy will
be especially effective in patients who do not have enough
self discipline to exercise on their own. It is not surprising
that home exercise programmes have failed to establish
significant improvements in physical impairments.2 22 In
improving and maintaining physical capacities, close
supervision of exercises might be a crucial factor.
A side effect of continued weight bearing exercise will be

the beneficial effect on bone density.23 24 Accelerated gener-
alised osteoporosis induced by active inflammation and
immobility is a well known complication of rheumatoid
arthritis.2"2" Muscle mass and physical condition as meas-
ured by the maximum oxygen uptake are important
predictors of bone density.2' A rapid loss of bone mass and
muscle strength will occur during flares of the arthritis.
None of the earlier mentioned studies has addressed the
question of whether dynamic exercises are feasible in active
rheumatoid arthritis. Until now there has been a general
consensus that dynamic exercises are probably inappropri-
ate in patients with an acute flare of rheumatoid arthritis
and that the first choice of exercise therapy is of gentle
stretching and non-weight-bearing isometric exercises. At
present we have a study in progress here comparing
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Summary of the results of the most important controlled exercise trials

First author No of Randomisationl Aerobic Muscle Joint Function Disease
(reference) patients blinding Duration Frequency Type of exercise capacity strength mobility (self-assessment) activity

Van den 100 Yes/no 12 weeks 3 x per week Cycling, dynamic training ++ ++ ++ =HAQ ++swollen
Ende' joints

Harkcom4 20 Yes/no 12 weeks 3 x per week Cycling + = =Functional +swollen
Status Index joints

Minor6 40 Yes/no 12 weeks 3 x per week Aquatics, walking ++ + ++ anxiety, +morning
depression stiffness

Ekdahl7 67 Yes/yes 6 weeks 1-2 x per week + Dynamic training ++ ++ = = =
home exercise

Hakkinen'0 39 Yes/no 6 months 2-3 x per week Resistance exercise training ++ +HAQ =
Lyngberg" 24 Yes/yes 12 weeks 2 x per week Cycling, heel lifts, step = = =Fries index =

climbing
Hansen'5 75 Yes/yes 2 years 1-2 x per week + Swimming, cycling, = + = =HAQ =

home exercise running
Nordemar'6 18 52 No/no 4-8 years > 5 hours per week Swimming, skiing, cycling, = ++ ++sick leave,

dancing, golfing ++ADL tasks
Stenstrom'7 60 No/yes 4 years 1 x per week Aquatics ++hospital care =

=, no changes within training group; +, significant improvement within training group; ++, significant improvement between groups.

dynamic with isometric exercise therapy in rheumatoid
arthritis patients admitted because of an acute flare of the
arthritis. So far no great problems have arisen, but we have
to await the final results.
Although the long term effects of dynamic weight bear-

ing exercise are still unclear, the available data show that, if
we aim at improving joint mobility, muscle strength, and
aerobic conditioning, we should vigorously exercise our
rheumatoid arthritis patients. There is no evidence that
this approach will exacerbate the arthritis and there is no
reason to fear progressive radiological damage. Vigorous
exercise therapy may be the strategy of first choice unless
proof of serious long term sequelae emerges. The benefits
to general health, independence, and medical costs will in
the end determine the usefulness of this strategy.
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